
Homework: Unit 6 & 7
TODD WINDISCH



EXERCISE 2

2. will be caressed

3. lie

4. savor

5. will be thrilled

6. disappeared

7. were planned

8. were constructed

9. can be seen

10. numbered

11. collapsed

12. happened

13. have been fascinated

14. were grown

15. was cultivated

16. made

17. were domesticated

18. appeared

19. were often written



EXERCISE 2 CONT’D

20. was done

21. was put

22. were ordered

23. made

24. were produced

25. were cut

26. were used

27. produced

28. was it destroyed

29. could have been caused by

30. was caused

31. think

32. remains



EXERCISE 3

 2.  would actually be employed

 3. is sustained

 4. were sent

 5. are/have been maintained

 6. must be controlled

 7. cannot be grown

 8. is obscured

 9. has to be done

 10. is produced

 11. is recycled

 12. are picked up

 13. is done

 14. has to be planned

 15. are used

 16. has been utilized

 17. have been developed



EXERCISE 3 (CONT’D)

 18. am known

 19. are made

 20. can be found

 21. have it collected

 22. is filtered

 23. is being built

 24. will be completed



EXERCISE 2

 2.  owned

 3. claimed

 4. found

 5. were said

 6. was composed of

 7. are also thought

 8. are alleged

 9. are located

 10. said

 11. are known



EXERCISE 3

 2. is believed

 3. is said

 4. is not known

 5. is now assumed

 6. was also thought

 7. are now believed

 8. is claimed

 9. is known

 10. was conjectured

 11. is known

 12. is thought

 13. can be safely assumed


